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Abstract
Viscoelastic Response (VisR) ultrasound is an acoustic radiation force (ARF)-based imaging 
method that fits induced displacements to a one-dimensional (1D) mass-spring-damper (MSD) 
model to estimate the ratio of viscous to elastic moduli, τ, in viscoelastic materials. Error in VisR 
τ estimation arises from inertia and acoustic displacement underestimation. These error sources 
are herein evaluated using finite element method (FEM) simulations, error correction methods are 
developed, and corrected VisR τ estimates are compared to true simulated τ values to assess 
VisR’s relevance to quantifying viscoelasticity. In regards to inertia, adding a mass term in series 
with the Voigt model, to achieve the MSD model, accounts for inertia due to tissue mass when 
ideal point force excitations are used. However, when volumetric ARF excitations are applied, the 
induced complex system inertia is not described by the single-degree-of-freedom MSD model, 
causing VisR to overestimate τ. Regarding acoustic displacement underestimation, associated 
deformation of ARF-induced displacement profiles further distorts VisR τ estimates. However, 
median error in VisR τ is reduced to approximately −10% using empirically derived error 
correction functions applied to simulated viscoelastic materials with viscous and elastic properties 
representative of tissue. The feasibility of corrected VisR imaging is then demonstrated in vivo in 
the rectus femoris muscle of an adult with no known neuromuscular disorders. These results 
suggest VisR’s potential relevance to quantifying viscoelastic properties clinically.
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I. Introduction
The viscoelastic properties of tissue have been shown to be relevant to diagnosing and 
monitoring disease. For example, ultrasound and magnetic resonance-based techniques have 
interrogated the viscoelastic properties of tissue to detect diseases of the liver [1]–[4], 
malignant tumors [5], [6], and skeletal muscle composition [7]–[9], among other diseases. 
One approach to viscoelastic property assessment by ultrasound involves using acoustic 
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radiation force (ARF) to induce compressive and shear waves at depth in tissue, and the 
associated dynamic tissue deformations are monitored and related to viscoelasticity. Shear 
wave dispersion (as in Shearwave Dispersion Ultrasound Vibrometry (SDUV) [10] and 
Shear Wave Spectroscopy[2]), shear wave attenuation [11], [12], and tissue creep behavior 
(as in Kinetic Acoustic Vitreoretial Examination (KAVE) [13], Monitored Steady-State 
Excitation Recovery (MSSER) [14], ARF Creep imaging [15], hybrid creep with SDUV 
[16] and Viscoelastic Response (VisR) imaging [9]) have been exploited to estimate the 
viscoelastic parameters of tissue using ARF.
VisR imaging is performed by applying two consecutive ARF impulses, separated by < 1 ms 
in time and delivered to the same region of excitation, and monitoring induced 
displacements in the region of excitation. VisR then fits the ultrasonically tracked 
displacements to the one-dimensional (1D) mass-spring-damper (MSD) model to estimate 
the material relaxation time constant, τ, given by the ratio of viscosity to elasticity. VisR has 
previously been demonstrated for qualitatively assessing the viscoelastic properties of 
materials using the 1D first-order Voigt model, which supported discrimination of features in 
tissue-mimicking phantoms and in muscle [9]. However, VisR’s relevance to quantifying 
viscoelasticity is under investigation. The purpose of this manuscript is to identify, evaluate, 
and minimize sources of error in VisR τ calculations.
A prominent source of error in VisR τ calculations is inertia, or the tendency of a body with 
mass to resist any change in its motion [17]. In the previous VisR description [9], inertia was 
neglected because τ was estimated by fitting displacement profiles to the Voigt model, a 
lumped spring and dashpot system that assumes a massless material [18]. However, in 
reality, all biological tissue has mass. The mass density of most soft tissues is slightly higher 
than that of water, typically lying in the range of 1.00–1.07 g/cm3 [19]. In ARF applications, 
inertia will manifest as a delay in the time it takes for the material to reach its peak 
displacement and an increase in time needed to recover [20]. When inertial effects are 
ignored, these changes in the response of the material will be interpreted as an increase in 
the viscosity and/or a decrease in the stiffness of the material, both of which will result in a 
false increase in VisR τ.
If the ARF excitation was an ideal point force, such that only a small focal region caused 
inertial effects, a potential solution to accounting for inertia would involve fitting measured 
displacements to a lumped parameter MSD model that places a mass term in series with the 
Voigt model [13]. VisR performance using the MSD verses the conventional Voigt model is 
herein compared through finite element method (FEM) modeling of point force-induced 
dynamics. Each model’s capacity to describe the deformation caused by a point force and to 
enable VisR τ measurement in viscoelastic materials is evaluated.
While an ARF excitation may be modeled as an ideal point force, in reality, ARF generated 
by conventional ultrasound transducers is volumetric and spans millimeters in axial, lateral 
and elevation dimensions, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The three-dimensional nature of the ARF 
excitation induces displacement in tissue extending beyond the tracking focal region, and the 
complex system inertia is not accurately accounted for by a single degree of freedom (SDF) 
model such as the MSD, as demonstrated by Zhao and Pelegri [15]. The unaccounted 
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complex system inertia extends the duration of the force experienced at the tracking focus 
beyond that of the applied ARF excitation. Illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the volumetric force 
prolongs the displacement and recovery behavior of the material, falsely indicating lower 
elasticity and/or higher viscosity, and causing VisR to overestimate τ.
Correcting VisR’s τ overestimation due to the volumetric nature of the ARF excitation could 
be achieved by fitting displacements to a multiple degree of freedom (MDF) model, with 
associated mathematical complexities. Alternatively, the modeled forcing function could be 
modified to incorporate inertial forces, but this would require a priori knowledge of the 
complex system inertia, which is materially and geometrically dependent and generally 
unknown. Instead, a priori material estimates are obviated herein by correcting VisR τ 
overestimation using empirically determined correction functions.
A second source of error in VisR τ calculations is acoustic displacement underestimation 
[21], [22]. For VisR imaging performed using one-dimensional linear array transducers, 
measured displacement profiles will be underestimated, with displacements measured 
shortly after the ARF excitation more severely underestimated than those measured later 
after the excitation. The net impact is that the shape of the acoustically tracked displacement 
profile is distorted in such a manner that falsely reflects τ. As is the case for the volumetric 
forcing function, the degree of error in VisR τ calculations caused by acoustic displacement 
underestimation is materially dependent, with stiffer materials experiencing less 
displacement underestimation and therefore less displacement profile distortion. Again, 
rather than relying on a priori material property estimates to attempt to reverse acoustic 
displacement underestimation, empirically determined correction functions are generated to 
correct for acoustic displacement underestimation. For simplicity, combined correction 
functions, which adjust VisR τ calculations to account for both the volumetric nature of the 
ARF excitation and acoustic displacement underestimation, are derived.
The relevance of this approach to VisR τ error correction is evaluated using finite element 
method (FEM) simulations and demonstrated in vivo in human rectus femoris muscle. By 
extending VisR to account for inertia, including that imposed by volumetric ARF 
excitations, and acoustic displacement underestimation, this manuscript demonstrates VisR’s 
potential and limitations for quantifying τ in viscoelastic materials.
II. Background
The mass-spring-damper (MSD) model describes the viscoelastic properties of a material 
while accounting for mass by placing an inertial component in series with the Voigt model 
[13], [23]. A schematic for the MSD model is shown in Fig. 2(a). The governing dynamics 
for an MSD model are given by the second order, non-homogeneous differential:
(1)
where F(t) is the applied force, u(t) is the displacement, μ is the elastic constant of the 
spring, η is the coefficient of viscosity of the damper, and m is the effective mass of the 
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system. If the ARF excitation is described in time as a rectangular function of force 
magnitude A and duration tARF, then the two ARF excitations used for VisR can be 
described as two rectangular pulses of duration tARF and amplitude A, and separated by ts in 
time, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and defined as:
(2)
where H(t) is the unit Heaviside function. Substituting (2) into (1) yields:
(3)
where ω is the natural frequency, τ is the relaxation time constant, and S is the static 
sensitivity of the system. These material parameters may be defined in terms of the 
properties of the medium and the amplitude of the applied force as:
(4)
Equation (3) can be solved for displacement and fit to the observed VisR displacement 
versus time profile to obtain estimates of ω, τ, and S. Note that while previous 
implementations of VisR solved for τ explicitly [9], this approach estimates ω, τ, and S by 
fitting measured displacement profiles to (3) using non-linear least-squares minimization. 
When considering the relevance of the MSD model to describing the mechanical properties 
of tissue, one must recognize that, in reality, tissue is not a system of well-defined, separate 
moving parts. Rather, tissue consists of a continuously spread mass and geometry in a 
distributed system. Such continuum, or distributed parameter, systems have infinite number 
of resonant frequencies and corresponding displacement dynamics. However, by discretizing 
the system into a meshwork of interconnected systems in three dimensions with multiple 
degrees of freedom, the system’s overall behavior may be approximated using the FE 
method.
More specifically, FEM software models a continuum system as a meshwork of distributed 
masses, springs and dampers oriented in three-dimensions. In this manner, the modeled 
MDF system is described as:
(5)
where fe is the matrix of force inputs associated with each mass, u is a vector containing the 
displacement coordinates for each degree of freedom, Es is the matrix of elastic constants of 
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the springs, Bd is the matrix of viscosity coefficients of the dampers, and M is the system 
mass matrix. Constant matrices Es, Bd, and M have dimension N×N, where N is the number 
of degrees of freedom in the model. Note that equation (5) has a form similar to that of (1). 
In effect, FEM vibration analysis discretizes a continuous structure and its geometry into 
finite portions, called ‘elements,’ such that the continuously distributed system is modeled as 
a field of independent, but connected systems with hundreds to thousands to millions of 
degrees of freedom overall.
While FEM analysis models tissue as a MDF system, the MSD model describes only a SDF 
[15]. Thus, the fundamental assumptions associated with applying the MSD model to 
describing the viscoelastic properties of tissue are that: 1) the induced motion is highly 
localized, 2) the tissue response reflects only the local distribution of mechanical properties, 
and 3) the tissue is homogeneous. Importantly, these assumptions break down in the context 
of the volumetric nature of ARF excitations due to the associated complex and interrelated 
three-dimensional system inertia they induce [15]. In tissue (and in FE simulation) the 
system inertia arises from complex interactions of both compressive and shear dynamics; 
however, the MSD model accounts for only uniaxial displacements from compressive 
stresses, neglecting shear phenomena. Therefore, without correction, VisR estimates of ω, τ, 
and S do not reflect the true material properties but rather a set of effective material 
properties that are influenced by the complex system inertia. As described in the 
Introduction, we herein evaluate VisR τ correction, with and without the confounding effects 
of acoustic displacement underestimation [21], [22], using correction functions empirically 
determined from estimated ω and τ parameters in homogeneous media.
III. Methods
A. Inertial Compensation with Point Force Excitation in FEM Simulation
The purpose of this portion of the simulation study was to evaluate inertial compensation in 
VisR performed using idealized point force ARF excitations. Thus, the excitation was 
modeled as a concentrated force on a single node at a given focal depth, and VisR τ was 
calculated directly from the FEM modeled displacements. Mass, and thereby the degree of 
inertia, was varied by altering the density of the modeled materials.
The employed finite element method (FEM) models were adapted from those previously 
developed by Palmeri et al. for investigating the response of an elastic material to an ARF 
excitation [25]. A three-dimensional, rectangular, solid mesh was assembled from 0.5 mm, 
cubic elements using LS-PREPOST (Livermore Software Technology Corp., Livermore, 
CA). The mesh extended 5 mm in elevation, 7.5 mm laterally, and 40 mm axially. A 5 
elements thick, perfectly matched layer (PML) was added to the exterior boundaries of the 
mesh to absorb any waves generated during the simulation and ensure that they were not 
reflected back into the region of interest (ROI) [26]. As a requirement of the PML, all nodes 
on outer faces were fully constrained. Quarter-symmetry was assumed in both the lateral and 
elevation dimensions, requiring only a quarter of the field to be modeled, and thus reducing 
the computational requirements of the simulation.
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Tissue was modeled as a viscoelastic material using the MAT_KELVIN-
MAXWELL_VISCOELASTIC material model provided with the commercially available 
FEM solver, LS- DYNA (Livermore Software Technology Corp., Livermore, CA). The 
Young’s modulus of the material was varied from 10 to 50 kPa, by steps of 10 kPa, and the 
viscous coefficient was varied from 3 to 7 Pa·s, by steps of 2 Pa·s. This produced 15 
different viscoelastic materials with τ values ranging from 0.06 ms to 0.70 ms. The 
MAT_PML_ELASTIC material model was employed for the PML, with the elasticity set to 
match that of the corresponding viscoelastic material. The density of the simulated materials 
was varied from nearly massless at 0.05 g/cm3 to a physiologically relevant value of 1.0 
g/cm3. Note that this wide variation in density goes beyond the typical tissue range of 1.00–
1.07 g/cm3. Recall that the purpose of manipulating density in this manner was not to 
recapitulate the density of tissue but rather to enable direct evaluation of the impact of mass 
(inertia) on VisR τ calculations. A Poisson's ratio of 0.499 was used for all simulations.
As described above, displacement was induced using a concentrated point force on the 
single node centered laterally and elevationally within the mesh and at an axial depth of 25 
mm. The temporal extent of the force was described according to (2) to simulate two, 300-
cycle ARF excitations at 4.21 MHz (tARF = 71 µs), separated by 4 ms in time (ts=0.4 ms). 
This time separation was selected to allow for partial recovery of the material between 
successive ARF excitations.
The FEM simulations were performed using LS-DYNA, using an explicit, time-domain 
integration method. For each simulation, a dataset describing the axial displacements at the 
focal node was obtained. Axial displacement versus time profiles were fit to the Voigt and 
MSD models by nonlinear regression using the Nelder-Mead algorithm [27], via a custom C
++ implementation, to solve for τ from FE displacements.
VisR τ estimates from Voigt and MSD models were statistically compared to the true ratios 
of viscous to elastic moduli of the materials using the Wilcoxon rank-sum two-sample test. 
A p value of < 0.05 was defined as significant.
B. Inertial Compensation with Volumetric ARF Excitation in FEM Simulation
The purpose of this part of the simulation study was to evaluate the impact of the volumetric 
nature of the ARF excitations and the associated complex three-dimensional system inertia 
on VisR τ calculations. Thus, ARF excitations were modeled as three-dimensional body 
forces, and VisR τ was calculated directly from the FEM modeled displacements measured 
at the node positioned at 25 mm axially, centered laterally and elevationally in the ARF 
excitation.
A solid mesh was generated as described above, spanning 4 mm in elevation, 10 mm 
laterally, and 45 mm axially and consisting of 0.25 mm cubic elements. Elasticity of the 
modeled viscoelastic materials was varied from 5 to 100 kPa in steps of 5 kPa, and viscosity 
was varied from 0.5 to 9.5 Pa·s in steps of 1 Pa·s, for a total of 200 materials with τ values 
ranging from 0.005 ms to 1.900 ms. Then, an additional set of 20 viscoelastic materials was 
generated, with elasticity ranging from 5 to 100 kPa, each with random viscosity in the 
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range of 1.0 to 9.0 Pa·s and τ values in the range of 0.010 ms to 1.800 ms. A density of 1.0 
g/cm3 and a Poisson's ratio of 0.499 were used for all materials.
Field II [28] was used to simulate the acoustic intensity fields associated with a Siemens 
VF7-3 linear array transducer (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Ultrasound Division). 
The transducer was simulated as transmitting at 4.21 MHz, with a lateral focal configuration 
of F/1.5, and a lateral focal depth of 25 mm. This corresponds to the experimental setup 
typically utilized to perform VisR ultrasound.
Three-dimensional intensity fields were computed, normalized, and scaled to a peak, pulse-
average intensity value of 1000 W/cm2. The intensity field was converted to radiation body 
force values by assuming a tissue attenuation of 0.5dB/cm/MHz and a 1540 m/s speed of 
sound, and using the following equation:
(6)
where α and c are the absorption coefficient and speed of sound in the medium, respectively, 
and I is the spatially-varying, scaled intensity [29], [30]. Nodal point loads were computed 
by concentrating the body force contributions over an element volume and oriented in the 
axial direction as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a).
For each simulation, a dataset describing the axial displacements was generated, and values 
of τ, ω, and S were obtained from the MSD fit to displacement at the center node at 25 mm 
via Nelder-Mead minimization.
C. Incorporation of Acoustic Displacement Underestimation
To evaluate the impact of acoustic displacement underestimation on VisR τ calculations, the 
simulation data generated as described in section B was subjected to simulated acoustic 
tracking, and VisR was performed using the acoustically tracked data. The method of 
simulating ultrasound imaging of ARF-induced dynamics and subsequently adding 
decorrelation was adapted from Palmeri et al [25]. First, a three-dimensional Field II 
scatterer phantom with fully-developed speckle (11 scatterers per resolution cell) was 
defined to span the volume of the FEM mesh with added symmetry quadrants. Next, nodal 
displacements output by LS-DYNA were loaded into MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, 
MA) and used to linearly-interpolate scatterer positions for every time step in the ARFI 
ensemble. After generating the scatterer-position matrices for each time step in the ARFI 
ensemble, the corresponding RF lines were simulated using Field II and motion tracked 
using one-dimensional normalized cross correlation [31]. A total of 10 independent scatter 
realizations were used. Then, for each pixel, the mean displacement profile from each of the 
10 scatter realizations was fit to the MSD model to solve for VisR τ in the presence of 
acoustic displacement underestimation.
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D. Derivation of Error Correction Functions
VisR τ correction functions were empirically determined as functions of estimated ω and τ 
that minimized median absolute percent error between corrected VisR and true τ for the 220 
modeled materials. Multiple functions were derived to account for error caused by complex 
system inertia, as well as inertia coupled with acoustic displacement underestimation. Fig. 3 
illustrates a flow diagram describing the process of deriving error correction functions. First, 
the 220 simulated viscoelastic materials were randomly divided into two sets: training/
validation (n=170 materials) and test (n=50 materials). Second, for the materials in the 
training/validation set, the material τ values were plotted (Fig. 4) as a function of VisR 
estimated τ and ω values. The resulting 3D surface was fit (Table Curve 3D, Systat, Inc., 
San Jose, CA) to over 3000 linear and nonlinear equations to determine 50 possible error 
models that utilized the minimum number of parameters (e.g. simplest model possible) 
while maximizing the model fit (R2). Third, K-fold cross validation, with K = 5 [32], was 
performed to determine the coefficients of the 50 possible error models by minimizing 
absolute median percent error (AMPE). In this manner, the distribution of the 170 materials 
across training (136 materials) and validation (34 materials) assignments was randomly 
determined five times to derive five possible sets of coefficients for each of the 50 possible 
error models. Fourth, K-fold coefficient determination was repeated 50 times with unique 
seeds, such that different materials were assigned to training and validation sets with each 
iteration, to generate a total of 5 × 50 = 250 possible sets of coefficients for each of the 50 
possible error models. Fifth, the best coefficient set for each of the 50 possible error models 
was selected based on the minimum AMPE in the validation set materials. More specifically, 
the AMPE in the 36 validation materials was calculated for each of the 250 iterations on the 
validation set composition, and the set of coefficients yielding the minimum AMPE was 
identified for each of the 50 possible error models. Sixth, the resulting 50 error correction 
functions, each with its best coefficients, were then applied to the test set, which was never 
part of the training or validation sets. Finally, the error correction function and set of 
coefficients that yielded the minimum AMPE in the test set was identified.
For the FEM simulated data using the volumetric ARF excitation but neglecting acoustic 
displacement underestimation, the inertial error correction function for VisR τ estimates at 
the 25 mm focal depth was determined to be of the form:
(7)
where a, b, c and d are coefficients; ωVisR and τVisR are the estimates of ω, and τ from the 
MSD model fit. The coefficient values of for this equation were determined to be:
(8)
Because the ARF distribution, and thus the associated three-dimensional system inertia, 
changes with axial distance from the focus, a separate correction function was uniquely 
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derived using the process outlined in Fig. 3 for a depth 5 mm below the focal depth, yielding 
the inertial correction function for a focal depth of 30 mm:
(9)
with coefficient values:
(10)
Similarly for the ultrasonically tracked FE data, which is subject to error from both complex 
inertia and acoustic displacement estimation, the correction function at the 25 mm focal 
depth was determined to have the form:
(11)
with optimal coefficient values
(12)
For the ultrasonically tracked data 5 mm below the focus (30 mm), the error correction 
function was determined as:
(13)
with coefficient values:
(14)
E. In Vivo Demonstration in Human Rectus Femoris Muscle
To demonstrate its clinical feasibility and potential relevance, VisR imaging was performed 
in the rectus femoris muscle of a healthy adult female with no known neuromuscular 
disorders. VisR was implemented using a Siemens Acuson Antares Scanner, specially 
equipped for research purposes, and a VF7-3 linear array transducer (Siemens Medical 
Solutions, USA Inc. Ultrasound Division). The VisR beam sequence included two 300-cycle 
ARF excitations at 4.21 MHz with F/1.5 focal configuration, with the two excitations 
separated by 0.4 ms in time and delivered to the same region of excitation. The excitations 
were preceded, separated, and followed by two-cycle motion tracking lines centered at 6.15 
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MHz with an F/1.5 lateral focal configuration for a total 4.4 ms ensemble length. The 
imaging focal depth was 25 mm.
A total of 40 lateral locations were acquired for two-dimensional imaging, and image 
acquisitions were repeated three times, without moving the transducer position. Resulting 
acoustically-tracked displacement profiles measured at each pixel across the two-
dimensional field of view were linearly motion filtered [33] and then fit to the MSD model. 
VisR τ estimates at depths ranging from 23 to 28 mm and 28 to 33 mm were corrected using 
(11–12) and (13–14), respectively. Median and standard deviation (std) of τ values were 
computed by first finding the median τ value in the depth range of 23 to 33 mm for each of 
40 lateral lines in each of three repeated acquisitions. Then, the median and standard 
deviation of these 120 median τ values (1 median τ values per lateral line × 40 lateral lines 
per image × 3 repeated image acquisitions) was calculated. Parametric images of 
uncorrected and corrected VisR τ were rendered and superimposed on the corresponding B-
Mode image for anatomical reference.
IV. Results
A. Inertial Compensation with Point Force Excitation in FEM Simulation
Representative displacement profiles in the 20 kPa, 5 Pa·s simulated material are shown in 
Fig. 5 for densities of (panel a) 0.05 g/cm3 and (panel b) 1.0 g/cm3. Recall that while a 
density of 0.05 g/cm3 is not representative of real tissue, a range of low- to high-density 
viscoelastic materials are modeled to evaluate the impact of mass on VisR performance. The 
fitted Voigt and MSD models are shown as blue and green dotted lines, respectively, while 
the FEM displacement is displayed in red. The accuracy of the model in describing the 
dynamics of the deformation was determined by the closeness of fit between the FEM 
simulated displacement and the model predicted displacement, given by the mean squared 
error (MSE) statistic. For the 0.05 g/cm3 density material, the MSE of the Voigt fit was 
0.0029 µm2 and the MSE of the MSD model fit was 0.00044 µm2. In the 1.0 g/cm3 density 
material, the MSE increased by 200 times to 0.5794 µm2 when fitting with the Voigt model 
and by 1.7 times to 0.00075 µm2 when fitting with the MSD model.
Fig. 6 shows the VisR τ estimates in all 15 viscoelastic materials plotted against the 
simulated material τ when the density of the materials was (panels a–b) 0.05 g/cm3 and 
(panels c–d) 1.0 g/cm3. Using the Voigt model, τ estimates were not significantly (p = 1.0) 
different from the programmed material τ values when the density was 0.05 g/cm3 (panel a); 
however, when density was increased to 1.0 g/cm3 the Voigt model produced τ estimates that 
were significantly larger (p<0.001) than the true τ of the material (panel c). For both 0.05 
(panel b) and 1.0 g/cm3 (panel d), the MSD model generated τ values that were consistent 
with the material τ values (p=1.0 and p=0.9, respectively). The p-values testing the null 
hypothesis that the VisR-derived τ values are consistent with the modeled material are 
illustrated versus material density for the Voigt and MSD model fits in Fig. 7.
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B. Inertial Compensation with Volumetric ARF Excitation in FEM Simulation
Fig. 8 shows uncorrected and inertia-corrected VisR τ estimates from FEM displacements 
versus true material τ value for the 50 test materials. The ARF focal depth is 25 mm, and the 
displayed VisR τ estimates were measured at 25 mm (panels a–b) or 30 mm (panels c–d) in 
depth. Recall that for these axial depths two different correction functions were generated, as 
described in section III.D, such that the VisR τ estimates at 25 mm were corrected using (7) 
and (8), and VisR τ estimates at 30 mm were corrected using (9) and (10). Panels (a) and (c) 
show that, for both 25 and 30 mm depth positions, uncorrected VisR τ values are statistically 
significantly larger than the true material τ values (p<0.001 for both depths). After inertial 
correction, panels (b) and (d) illustrate that VisR and true material τ values are not 
statistically significantly different (p = 0.95 and p = 0.94, respectively), with comparable 
corrected performance at the two depth positions. Table 1 summarizes error metrics for these 
data. Before inertial correction, median (inter-quartile range) percent error at 25 and 30 mm 
depth positions was 333.7 (375.8)% and 525.7 (523.5)%, respectively; however, after 
correction, median (inter-quartile range) percent error was reduced to −9.3 (25.7)% and −9.6 
(42.7)%.
C. Inertial Compensation and Acoustic Displacement Underestimation Correction in FEM 
Simulation
Fig. 9 similarly shows scatter plots of VisR τ estimates before and after correction versus 
true material τ values for the case of acoustically tracked FEM displacements. Recall from 
section III.D that unique corrections functions were generated to account for the additional 
error introduced by acoustic displacement underestimation, so (11–12) and (13–14) were 
applied to correct VisR τ estimates at 25 mm and 30 mm, respectively. As Table 1 shows, for 
both depths, estimated VisR τ values were statistically significantly larger than true material 
τ values before correction (p<0.001), and median (inter-quartile range) percent error was 
372.7 (447.3)% and 583.0 (600.1)% at 25 mm and 30 mm, respectively. After correction, 
VisR τ values did not statistically differ from true material τ values (p=0.96 and 0.85 for 25 
and 30 mm measurements, respectively). Further, median (inter-quartile range) percent error 
was reduced to −5.4 (39.3)% for 25 mm and −12.3 (73.3)% for 30 mm. Note that after 
correction, error in VisR τ estimates derived from acoustically tracked displacements was 
comparable to that derived from raw FEM displacements.
D. Inertial Compensation with Volumetric ARF Excitation In Vivo
Parametric images of uncorrected and corrected VisR τ estimates made in the rectus femoris 
muscle of an adult female with no known neuromuscular disorders are displayed in Fig. 10. 
Prior to correction for inertia and displacement underestimation (panel a), the median (std) 
VisR τ value in the depth range of 23 to 33 mm was 1.840 (0.134) ms. After correction using 
(11–14), the median (std) VisR τ value in the depth range of 23 to 33 mm was reduced to 
0.675 (0.210) ms. This corrected median VisR τ value is consistent with previous SDUV 
measures of viscoelasticity made in bovine muscle in the matched cross-sectional 
orientation: SDUV viscosity / SDUV elasticity = 5.7 Pa·s /12 kPa = 0.475 ms [10].
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V. Discussion
This work utilized FEM models to simulate viscoelastic dynamics using both single point 
and volumetric forces. It is important to note that these FEM models simulate each element 
in the mesh as a distributed network of masses, springs, and dampers in three dimensions 
[24]. The interconnected nature of the elements creates complex behavior and multiple 
degrees of freedom in the simulated environment that, in general, cannot be directly 
recapitulated using a SDF model, such as the Voigt or MSD model [15]. However, in the 
case of an idealized point force, as described in sections IV.A, the MDF FEM simulation 
approximately reduces to a SDF system at the focal point. In this case, the accuracy of VisR 
measures of τ is predominantly dependent on the relevance of the SDF viscoelastic model 
chosen to describe the response of the material.
The Voigt model assumes a massless material. This assumption was valid for focused point 
force excitations when a density of 0.05 g/cm3 was used for FEM modeled materials. In Fig. 
5(a) there is very little observable difference between the FEM displacement and the Voigt 
predicted displacement, and as shown in Fig. 6(a), the Voigt model accurately estimated τ 
values in all 15 viscoelastic materials. However, the Voigt model did not accurately estimate 
τ values when density was increased to 1.0 g/cm3. The effects of inertia on the dynamic 
response of the material, as can be seen in Fig. 5(b), manifest as a delay in response to the 
initiation and cessation of force. The Voigt model does not account for the change in the 
displacement profile due to inertia; the delay in the time for the material to reach its peak 
and to recover is attributed to increase in material viscosity and/or a decrease in the stiffness 
of the material. This is reflected in an increase in estimated τ relative to the true value (Fig. 
6(c)). The fact that the Voigt model could only generate τ values that were not statistically 
different from the real values when mass density was below 0.7 g/cm3 (Fig. 7) limits its use 
for imaging soft tissue, as the density of these tissues is between 0.9–1.1 g/cm3. Conversely, 
the MSD model, which involves an inertial component, does compensate for changes in the 
density of the medium. The MSD model generated τ estimates that were consistent with the 
actual τ of the material over the full range of investigated densities when using a point force 
to generate displacement (Fig. 6(d)).
While the MSD model enables VisR τ measurement by accounting for inertia in the case of 
an idealized point load, the SDF assumption fails in the case of a volumetric load that 
induces complex, three-dimensional system inertia. Thus VisR significantly overestimated τ, 
both in the simplified case of no acoustic tracking (Fig. 8(a,c)) and in the case of acoustic 
displacement underestimation (Fig. 9(a,c)). These results are in agreement with those 
previously reported by Zhao and Pelegri, which showed that larger ARF focal regions 
increased estimation error using SDF models [15].
In order for VisR to be quantitative with the use of volumetric ARF excitations, empirically 
determined, depth-dependent error correction functions were applied to raw τ estimates. 
After correction (Fig. 8(b, d) and Fig. 9(b, d)), median percent error in corrected VisR τ 
estimates was substantially reduced to approximately −10%. The mathematical justification 
for the form of the error correction functions is currently unknown, but it stands to reason 
that the correction is a function of material properties (raw τ and/or ω) and excitation 
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geometry (focal position and configuration) based on the findings of Zhao and Pelegri that 
error in τ estimation using SDF models is both materially and geometrically dependent [15].
VisR with τ correction was demonstrated for proof of clinical feasibility in normal human 
rectus femoris muscle, in vivo (Fig. 10). After correction, mean VisR τ estimates in the 
depth range of 23 to 33 mm were reduced to a value consistent with that previously reported 
using SDUV measures of viscosity and elasticity in bovine muscle, suggesting that VisR 
with error correction may be relevant to measuring τ in muscle, in vivo. This will be 
explored further in future investigations. Of particular relevance to VisR applications in 
muscle (and other tissues) are heterogeneity and anisotropy. Zhao and Pelegri showed that 
the displacement response of the focal region is impacted by local heterogeneity, which 
degrades the effectiveness of the SDF simplification, and we predict that anisotropy will 
have a similar effect. Moreover, for the clinical muscle examples presented herein, the error 
correction functions were derived from FEM models of homogeneous, isotropic viscoelastic 
media. The pertinence of these corrections to heterogeneous, anisotropic tissue is yet to be 
determined.
Another important consideration in the application of error correction functions is the depth 
range over which a given correction is meaningful. The depth dependence of error correction 
functions is most likely attributable to variations in the spatial extent and magnitude of the 
volumetric ARF excitations with depth, suggesting that the ARF focal depth and 
configuration are impactful. In this investigation, we derived two correction functions 
separated by 5 mm for VisR imaging over a 10 mm axial range centered at the focal depth of 
25 mm for an F/1.5 ARF focal configuration. Optimizing the axial spacing of error 
correction functions, such that error in VisR τ estimates is minimized while maximizing 
computational efficiency, and evaluating the impact of ARF focal depth and configuration on 
error correction performance will be investigated in the future. While we note that unique 
error correction functions are likely to be needed for different ARF focal depths and 
configurations, mostly because altering the ARF parameters will change the associated 
complex system inertia, defining and optimizing the robustness of a given correction 
function to variations in ARF excitations is the topic of future investigation.
VI. Conclusions
VisR, an ARF-based viscoelastic imaging method that estimates the ratio of viscosity to 
elasticity (τ) in viscoelastic materials, is herein evaluated for its potential to quantify the 
viscoelastic properties of tissue. VisR τ estimates derived by fitting displacements to the 
MSD, as opposed to Voigt, model accurately described true material τ in FE simulated 
viscoelastic materials when idealized point force excitations were applied to materials with 
density comparable to that of human soft tissue. These data highlight the need to account for 
inertia due to tissue mass in VisR imaging. However, complex three-dimensional system 
inertia and acoustic displacement underestimation become confounding issues when using 
volumetric ARF excitations and acoustic displacement tracking. Under such circumstances, 
the MSD model did not sufficiently account for the multiple degrees of freedom in the 
system dynamics. Therefore, empirically determined error correction functions were derived 
to reduce error in VisR τ estimates. With correction, median percent error in VisR τ 
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estimates, derived from raw FEM as well as acoustically tracked displacements, was 
approximately −10%. In application to in vivo imaging in muscle, corrected VisR τ 
estimates were consistent with those previously measured by SDUV, suggesting VisR’s 
potential relevance to quantifying viscoelastic properties clinically.
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Fig. 1. 
(a) Spatial distribution of force using a volumetric ARF body force. (b) Axial displacement 
at focus induced by a single point force (dashed) and induced by a volumetric ARF body 
force (solid).
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Fig. 2. 
(a) A schematic of the mass-spring-damper (MSD) model and (b) a graphical illustration of 
the forcing function input
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Fig. 3. 
Flow chart representing the methods of error correction function determination for VisR τ 
estimation.
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Fig. 4. 
True material τ plotted as a function of the estimated τ and ω material parameters. The 
resulting 3-dimensional surface fits the error data well, R2 = 0.999.
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Fig. 5. 
Simulated displacement profiles (red, solid) in a 20 kPa, 5 Pa·s material with a mass density 
of (a) 0.05 g/cm3 and (b) 1.0 g/cm3 and the predicted displacement using the Voigt (blue or 
dotted) and MSD (green or dashed) models.
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Fig.6. 
Scatter plots of VisR τ estimates versus the simulated material τ for the 15 viscoelastic 
materials with a density of (top row) 0.05 g/cm3 or (bottom row) 1.0 g/cm3. The elasticity of 
the material is indicated by color and viscosity is indicated by symbol. The dashed black line 
indicates the line of equality. Estimates of τ in the 0.05 g/cm3 dense materials were 
consistent with the material τ (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon two-sample test) using both the Voigt (a) 
and MSD (b) models. In the 1.0 g/cm3 dense materials, τ estimations were statistically 
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different from the material τ when made using the Voigt (c) model but consistent with the 
material τ when using the MSD model (d).
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Fig. 7. 
Wilcoxon rank-sum p-values testing the null hypothesis that the modeled material and VisR-
derived τ values are the same versus material density for the Voigt (blue) and MSD (green) 
model fits. The black line represents statistical significance at the 0.05 level. Voigt model 
derived τ estimates were statistically significantly different from the real τ of the materials 
for density > 0.6 g/cm3. Estimates of τ generated using the MSD model were consistent 
with the material τ values at all densities.
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Fig. 8. 
Scatter plots of (left column) uncorrected and (right column) inertia-corrected VisR τ 
estimates from raw FE displacements in the 50 simulated viscoelastic test materials versus 
the true τ of the material. Results are for measurements at depth positions of 25 (top row) 
and 30 mm (bottom row) given 25 mm ARF excitation and tracking line focal depths. The 
viscosity of the material is indicated by color and the dashed black line indicates the line of 
equality. FE = finite element.
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Fig. 9. 
Scatter plots of (left column) uncorrected VisR τ, and (right column) VisR τ after correction 
for both inertia and displacement-underestimation. These plots show VisR τ results from 
simulated acoustic tracking of FE displacements in 50 simulated viscoelastic test materials 
versus the true τ of the material. Results are for measurements at depth positions of 25 (top 
row) and 30 mm (bottom row) given 25 mm ARF excitation and tracking line focal depths. 
The viscosity of the material is indicated by color and the dashed black line indicates the 
line of equality. FE = finite element.
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Fig. 10. 
In vivo comparison of parametric VisR τ images both (a) uncorrected and (b) after 
correction for both inertia and displacement underestimation, in human rectus femoris 
muscle. (c) Prior to correction, median and (IQR) of raw VisR τ values are 1.850 (0.19) ms, 
and after correction, median and IQR of corrected VisR τ values are 0.651 (0.242) ms.
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